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QUESTION 1

Your customer has a number of existing HP P4000 G2 clusters across two sites. They are installing a new upgraded HP
Storevirtual 4000 environment. 

The customer asks for the best method with the least amount of downtime to migrate the data from the physical servers
to the new storage arrays. 

Which method do you suggest? 

A. HP REMOTE COPY 

B. VmWARE Vmotion 

C. Cluster Swap 

D. HP MPX200 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which HP 3PAR StoreServ features improves storage array resiliency? 

A. Persistence Ports 

B. Virtual Copy 

C. Virtual Domains 

D. Virtual Lock 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer wants to replicate backup data from branch offices to a primary data center where an HP StoreOnce
4430 Backup System using HP StoreOnce Catalyst is located. The main backup application is HP Data Protector 7.01.
The file and application servers have Windows 2003, Windows 2008, and SUSE Linux 9 and 10 installed. The file and
application servers are a mixture of 32 and 64 bit Windows and Linux operating systems. As a long-term strategy, the
customer wants to migrate all services to the primary data center. No additional hardware can be purchased for the
branch offices, and complexity should be minimized. 

Which deduplication type is optimal for this customer? 

A. Source-side 

B. Application-side 

C. Target-side 
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D. Server-side 

Correct Answer: D 

Target-side NOT: "Target-side Deduplication can be used for conventional B2D environments where full bandwidth links
are used between the media server and the Deduplicated Data Store." Application-side NOT exist. 

Source-side NOT: Limited agents for OS to use Source-side. 32bits not compatible. "Note that the backed up system
must support deduplication (64-bit Windows systems or 64-bit Linux systems only, for details, see the support
matrices)." 

Server-side: "Note that the Media Agent client must support deduplication (64-bit Windows systems or 64-bit Linux
systems only, for details, see the support matrices). Server-side deduplication enables you to deduplicate data from
clients on which deduplication is not supported locally." 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the scenario. 

A large publicly-traded motion picture exhibitor that is a leader in digital and 3D cinema deployments operates 233
theaters and more than 2,200 screens in small to mid-sized communities in 35 states around the United States. They
rely on 

MS Exchange Server 2010 for email. MS SQL Server 2010 for analyzing data about movies and theater-goers, and MS
Excel 2010 for crunching numbers. 

The company runs nightly incremental backups and a full weekly backup that consists of close to 7 TB of data which
takes up 72 hours to complete. The quarterly backups add an additional 7 TB of data. Tapes are inventoried and
transported 

from the main data center to the disaster recovery site 150 miles away. The process of transporting tape cartridges to
and from the Disaster Recovery site requires hours of daily work. 

The company currently relies on an aging robotic tape library and a process that takes the nightly backup tapes offsite
every morning. Additionally, the company keeps an inventory, and if a restore is necessary they have to retrieve the
tapes 

from the DR site and transport them to the main data center site They have a 7 year data retention plan, and the tapes
are expensive and not always reliable. Given the company\\'s current system, if a full weekly backup fails over a
weekend, 

the re-run could take up to 10 hours, even if just one job failed. 

The company has deployed a virtualized server infrastructure which runs VMware vSphere 5 on HP BladeSystem c7000
enclosures and BL460c servers interconnected with HP Virtual Connect Flex-10 10Gb Ethernet Modules as well as 

several HP ProLiant DL380 servers. The company\\'s top four IT improvements goals are as follows: 

-replacing the aging robotic tape library 

-enabling replication of backed up data from the main data center to the disaster recovery site (150 miles) 

-retaining more backup data in smaller disk space 

- increasing efficiency reliability, and ease of system administration Moreover the company\\'s top three business benefit
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goals are as follows: 

-increased confidence in disaster recovery 

-minimal disruption by backups during regular business hours 

-improved management of external audits 

The company has asked that you create multiple solution proposals and prioritize one when you return for a
presentation. 

You have proposed an HP StoreOnce 4430 Backup System with HP Data Protector at both the primary and DR site.
Which benefit of the proposed solution will allow you to meet to the stated IT objectives? 

A. built-on scale-out converged storage architecture eliminating any single points of failure 

B. eliminates the need for tape backup and offsite tape storage 

C. scalable up to 768 TB of storage and provides up to 100 TB/hr of throughput 

D. backup and recovery for multiple hypervisors and physical servers from a single console 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer has an environment that spans two data centers in a campus environment. The primary storage is HP 3PAR
10400, and data is replicated between sites with an RPO of zero. 

Recent bad weather has caused flooding near the customer site and the customer is questioning whether they have
adequate protection. You suggest creating a data center at a remote location and actively replicating the data to it. The 

customer is concerned that the remote link to the third site will have insufficient bandwidth and will create a local
replication bottleneck. 

Which statement addresses the customer concerns? 

A. Synchronous Long Distance will schedule data replication outside high latency periods autonomic array 

B. Data is transmitted in a continuous stream with write order being handled by the target array. 

C. Remote Copy uses multiple connections over the same link from multiple volumes. 

D. Over provisioning of the remote link will ensure enough bandwidth is always available for replication. 

Correct Answer: D 
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